
Press release about Niño

Niño alias Benno Ernst is a Swiss musician who has been celebrating the simplicity of the 
interplay of guitar and voice with his songs since the early 1990s.

Niño is Benno Ernst's dearest and most authentic project. The songs are as unique as 
possible; As with all of his albums, all songs are original compositions and almost all 
instruments are recorded by himself in his home studio. This gives his songs and albums 
an authenticity that one rarely hears these days. If the artist you hear on the radio or on 
stage is often an interpreter, Niño strives for the greatest possible originality, from the 
creation of the song to the live performance. Each of his albums has an arc of tension and 
a common thread.

As Niño, Benno Ernst is inspired by various styles. "If the quality is right, every style is 
interesting. You can be inspired by every sound you hear, even if you don't like it. Music is 
about the same to the taste of the individual as it is to commercial success: if you're lucky, 
you touch a nerve. 
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